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Abstract
In Portugal Family Business Represent 70% - 80% Of All The Enterprises, They Are Responsible For 50% Of Employment And For 2/3 The GDP (Gross Domestic Product). Portuguese Constitution Recognizes Right To Property As A Fundamental Right And The Freedom To Dispose Of The Property Upon Death But There Are Many Legal Restrictions To Mortis Causa Transmission As Portuguese Legal System Grants A Part Of The Inheritance Assets To Some Members Of The Family Of The Deceased. Sooner Or Later, Family Enterprises Face The Problem Of Transition To The Next Generation And Researchers Have Pointed Out That The Lack Of Succession Planning May Lead To The Closure Of Family Business. The Disputes Among Heirs Disturb The Enterprise As Portuguese Law Has Not Yet Adopted A Solution Protecting The Continuance Of The Business In The Family When Several Heirs Claim Their Share Of The Enterprise And Require To Be Paid On Cash. Problems May Arise Even When One Heir Wants To Go On In The Business And Need To Pay The Others That Don'T Want To Stay In The Business. It Is Urgent To Create Rules To Facilitate The Family Businesses’ Succession Which Is A Moment Very Difficult To This Kind Of Business. This Paper Enlightens The Specific Needs To Protect The Family Businesses And The Right Of Property Concerning Means Of Production, Aiming To Find Out Whether Under The Portuguese Constitution May The Family Businesses Have A Special Regime.
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Introduction
On The 25th Of April 1974, There Was In Portugal A «Revolution» Which Overthrew The Authoritarian Regime That Had Been Ruling For Over Four Decades And Changed The Government Into A Democracy, After A Transitional Period. The Present Constitution Was Adopted In 1976 And Had A Strong Ideological Content With Many References To Socialism And The Desirability Of A Socialist Economy, So It Was Controversial From The Start. The Constitution Urged The State To «Nationalize The Means Of Production And Abolish The Exploitation Of Man By Man». After Several Amendments, Many Economic Restrictions Were Removed And Much Ideological Language Eliminated. Important Changes Were Made, That Enabled The State To Privatize Much Of The Property And Many Enterprises Nationalized After The Revolution. At Present, The Portuguese Government's Party Is Socialist, And It Is Supported By A Coalition Of Left-Wing Radical Party And The Communist Party. There Is Still Much Prejudice Against «Capitalism» And Personal Accumulation Of «Richness» And Lack Of Understanding That Enterprises Create Wealth In A Free Market Economy. This Is Mostly Clear When People Criticize Family Business As Symbol Of «Capitalism» And Speak About Taxing Large Fortunes Or Wealthy Families, Without Emphasizing The Value Of Entrepreneur Activities. However, In Portugal Family Businesses Represent 70% - 80% Of All The Enterprises, They Are Responsible For 50% Of Employment And For 2/3 The GDP (Gross Domestic Product)\(^1\). We Think That It Is Urgent To Create Rules To Facilitate The Family Businesses’ Succession Which Is A Very Difficult Moment For This Kind Of Business.

We Have A Deep Concern With This Matter And We Develop A Line Of Research That Aims To Changes Mentalities And To Create A Movement To Make Suitable Legal Rules, To Integrate And Mainstream These Ideas. It Seems That This Problem Is Similar In Many Countries, For Instance In Poland, Recently Overcoming A Collectivistic Regime, And Many Of Family Enterprises Are Now Facing The Problem Of Transmission To The Second Generation.

We Are Pleased To Be Able To Participate In This Conference In The Context Of The Celebration Of The Anniversary The Of The Universal Declaration Of Human Rights And To Share Our View On The Matter Of The Right To Property As A Fundamental Right And The State’s Duties In Relation To Its Social Function Especially When It Comes To Productive Assets As Is The Case With Family Businesses.

**Constitutional Background: The Right to Property in the Portuguese Constitution**

Like Most Constitutions, the Portuguese One Sets Private Property As A Fundamental Right, In Its Article 62. Although, For Historical Reasons, This Article Is Included In The Chapter That Deals With Economic, Social, And Cultural Rights (Rights That Require Legal Intermediation By The Legislator In Order To Be Fulfilled) Legal Doctrine Established From Early On That It Was In Fact A Fundamental Right Of Analogous Nature To The Freedom And Guarantee Rights (The Other Category Of Fundamental Rights, Which, To Put Things In A Simple Manner, Directly Applicable). As Far As This Work Is Concerned, It Is Important To Point Out That The Right To Property Includes Mortis Causa Transmission, And Also The Fact That The Constitution Itself Explicitly Mentions Restrictions To It, Such As Expropriation Grounded On Public Interest. Similarly, Public Initiative, Defined In Article 61, Is Also A Freedom And Guarantee Right Which Is, Significantly, Subject To A General And Explicit Restriction: The General Interest.

In Addition To These Express Limitations, It Must Also Be Said That A Global Perspective Of Fundamental Rights And Of The Constitutional Project Means That We Must Look At Each And Every One Them As An Integrant Part Of A System. Therefore, Fundamental Rights Must Be Applied In A Way That Ensures Compatibility Between All Of Them. Particularly Crucial, As Far As This Paper Is Concerned, Is The Compatibility Between Private Initiative And Private Property, On One Hand, And The Constitutionally Guaranteed Protection Of The Family, Which Includes Family Businesses.

**Right To Property And Social Dimensions – An Updated View On The Right To Property**

The Reference To The Explicit Restrictions To Private Property And Private Initiative Serves To Illustrate A Point That We Believe Is Clear About The Portuguese Constitution: It Establishes A Social Function For Property, I.E. It Sees Property Not As An Intangible And Absolute Right (As In The Liberal State Paradigm) But As Something That Should Be Put To Use For The Common Good.

While The Construction Of A Theory Around The Social Function Of Property Is Largely Doctrinal, Several Constitutional Norms Lend Support To This Theory. In Support, Therefore, Of This Theory, We Can Mention, Among Many: Article 81 C), Which Tasks The State With Ensuring Full Use Of Productive Forces; Article 86/1, That Refers That He State Should Incentivise Corporate Activity, In Particular Small And Medium Enterprises; And Article 88, Which Gives The State Extensive Powers Regarding Putting To Use Abandoned Means Of Production.

**Inheritance Law and Legal Restrictions to Mortis Causa Transmission**

The Portuguese Legal System Grants A Part Of The Inheritance Assets To Some Members Of The Family Of The Deceased. The «Legítima» Is A Part Of The Inheritance Of Which The Deceased May Not Deprive An Heir. This Part Is Inviolable And Deprivation Can Occur Only Under Conditions Of Disinheritance, Unworthiness To Inherit Or Disclaimer Of Inheritance.

---

2 An idea contained in article 18º of the Constitution, which states that the restriction of freedom and guarantee rights is possible, but only insofar as that restriction is necessary to protect and safeguard other constitutionally protected rights or interests. Cfr. Gomes Canotilho and Vital Moreira (2007), pp. 388.

3 In the European context the protection of family is achieved whether by the so-called inheritance reserve or by the legitim. Mariusz Zalucki (2015) describes the essential characteristics of the reserve systems and the legitim systems. In spite of the semantics, the Portuguese legitima is rather a kind of «reserve» than a «legitim». 
When it comes to planification, it means there is a disposable part (freely disposable) and a compulsory part which must be granted to heirs specified by the Civil Code (children, husband/wife, parents/ascendants, in the absence of descendants).

Under Portuguese law, the compulsory portion of the deceased's estate due to some heirs is not only a credit—As it is in Germany, for instance—but the right to share the deceased's estate. These heirs are entitled to a part of the assets of the deceased and have a legal right that arises with the death to claim against dispositions made during his/her lifetime. Portuguese law allows the heirs to reduce the dispositions made by the deceased (including donations) to guarantee the value of the «legítima».

This judicial claim to reduce the donations («ação de redução das liberalidades inoficiosas») must take place within two years after the acceptance of the inheritance. Donations are reduced starting with the most recent and heirs must account for the value they have already received by gifts (accounting obligation).

Despite the essential characteristics of reserve, the Portuguese system has some features of the legitiim systems. As when the deceased has disposed some assets during his/her lifetime that affects the reserve, after the inheritance's opening, the heirs are entitled to a claim for monetary compensation and not a right in rem, as it is generally the case in the reserve systems. The «legitàm» is a restriction on the freedom to dispose of the property in case of death that is not adapted to the current needs of society, where the right to dispose of the state in the event of death is emphasized as a core value. There is a trend to liberalize the system.

Family-Owned Businesses’ Succession Environment and Specific Requirements

Sooner or later, family enterprises face the problem of transition to the next generation. As the surviving spouse and the descendants have the right to share the deceased’s estate, if only one of the children wants to join the family business and the others claim for a part of it, the risk is forced sale in the event of death. Problems may arise even when one heir wants to go on in the business and needs to pay the others that don’t want to stay in the business. The problem is that the heirs must be compensated and that often happens through drainage of capital from the company. Family entrepreneurs are forced to arrange the ownership transition of the family business but proper estate planning is difficult. Researchers have pointed out that the lack of succession planning may lead to the closure of the business. Some tools are used to plan business succession. Portuguese law allows the inclusion of transfer restrictions as clauses of the company’s contract or make shareholder’s agreements. Often, ownership transition confronts the entrepreneur with a dilemma: selling the company to someone outside the family or an interfamily succession arrangement, for instance through a gift of shares or a will. However, under Portuguese law succession agreements are prohibited. The disputes among heirs disturb the enterprise but Portuguese law has not adopted a solution protecting the continuance of the business in the family when several heirs claim their share of the enterprise and require to be paid on cash. In other words, under Portuguese law, a family business is treated just like any other asset, failing to address the specific requirements of family enterprises. If these are to remain stable and successful, something which is in the interest of the whole community, then they must remain within the ownership of the family, as that is part of their genetic identity. Adaptation of the legal instruments is required for this to happen. This has happened in other jurisdictions. In order to facilitate the transfer of family businesses, French, Spanish and Italian succession rules were changed. Italian succession rules have been reformed, introducing the so-called «patto di famiglia».

---

4 See Arts. 2156.º and 2157.º of the Portuguese Civil Code. The compulsory part may be ½, 1/3 or 2/3 of the inheritance, according to the heirs that are intitled to it.
5 See Arts. 2168.º-2178.º of the Portuguese Civil Code.
7 The ascendants only have the right to a part of the inheritance together with the surviving spouse when there are no descendants.
8 XAVIER (2017), p.36
10 XAVIER (2017), pp. 77-89.

Family-Owned Businesses Succession – Ownership Transition Tools

Succession In Family-Owned Businesses Is Not Exactly A New Problem. As Such, The Law Already Provides Some Tools That Have Been Traditionally Used In Planning For The Future In Such Enterprises. Among These Are The Will, The Gift Of Shares, Agreements Between Shareholders And Transfer Restriction Clauses. However All Of These Instruments Face A Severe Limitation: They All Require, In Some Way Or Another, That The Person Who Will Succeed In The Management Of The Business Monetarily Compensate The Others. This Becomes, Naturally, A Problem When We Are Talking About Family-Owned Businesses That Are, Nonetheless, Of A Significant Dimension And Where The Business Itself Is The Main And Almost Only Asset Of The Family.

Family-Owned Businesses’ Succession – Tools, But Not For Everyone

As A Result Of The Limits Of Traditional Succession-Planning Tools, New Legal Tool Have Appeared In Recent Years. The Appearance Of These New Instruments Threatens, However, To Create A Material Inequality Within Family-Owned Businesses. This Is So Because The Difference In Size Will Determine The Availability Of These New Instruments. Therefore, An Inequality Is Created Between Family-Owned Businesses That Are Smes (Small And Medium Enterprises) And Those That Are Not. This Inequality Becomes Clear When We Think Of The New Instruments. We Are Referring To The Adoption Of A Certain Legal Form (Such As The Holding, A Form Not Available In Every Jurisdiction). The Possibility Of Choosing A Different Jurisdiction, Where Legal Constraints Are Smaller, And To The Adoption Of A Trust, Traditionally A Non-Existence Possibility In Civil-Law Jurisdictions (But Now Available In A "Continental" Version In Italy And France, Specifically Designed To Address The Concerns Of Family Businesses). As We Can See, The Availability Of These Instruments Is Contingent On The Possibility Of The Companies To Practise "Forum Shopping". And While, Particularly In Europe, This Possibility Is, In Theory, Open To Every Company, In Reality The Possibility Of "Hopping" Jurisdiction In Order To Benefit From A Specific Legal Regime Will Only Appeal To Larger-Sized Family-Owned Businesses. Therefore, This Leaves The Smaller Family-Owned Businesses, The Ones Most In Need Of Legal Protection, Stuck With The Traditional Planning Instruments, Whereas The Larger Businesses, Less In Need Of Protection, Benefit From The More Advanced Succession-Planning Instruments. Given The Particular Importance Of SME Family Businesses We Believe That This Inequality Should Be Corrected And Alternatives To Current Situation Found.

Keep It In The Family: The Enterprise Agreement– A Proposal

Having In Mind That Family Businesses Aren’t Similar To Other Assets Because Of The Very Important Values Associated To Its Unity And Stability Even In Context Of Ownership Transition, And Bearing In Mind What Was Said About The Social Function Of Property, We Think That A Succession Agreement In This Matter Should Be Admitted. It Is Necessary To Accept A Mortis Causa Contract, That Would Be An Exception To The Prohibition Of Succession Agreements And Respects The «Legítima» Of The Heirs\textsuperscript{12}.

Keeping It In The Family – Conclusions

Keeping It In The Family Means:

- Special Protection Of The Family Business In Case Of Mortis Causa Transmission
- This Special Protection Includes Rules To Facilitate The Continuity Of The Business Avoiding The Fragmentation In Case Of Heir’s Disputes
- Family Entrepreneurs Should Be Allowed To Arrange The Ownership Transition Of The Family Business

\textsuperscript{11} Fusaro, Andrea (2011) and (2015); Loconte, Stefano (2016).

\textsuperscript{12} XAVIER and COSTA (2018)
• To Achieve This Target A Change In Inheritance System Is Required: The Heirs Who Don’t Want To Stay In The Business Must Be Allowed To Renounce Having A Share In Order To Facilitate Ownership Transmission Before The Entrepreneur’s Death.
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